
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Everyone certainly has a hobby, for example is farming or taking

care of plants. For people who have a hobby of taking care of the plant would be

in trouble, if they only have a limited free time. Because it makes them ignore

their plants. Like forgetting to watering their plants, and it can make their plants to

wilt. 

The Solution of this problem, is building an automated machine

that  can  watering  the  plant.  This  automatic  machined  can  be  build  using

microcontroller  which connected to sensors like soil moisture sensor, water flow

sensor.  There  are  many  microcontrollers  which  can  used  like  ESP8266,

Raspberry Pi, etc. One of them is Arduino. 

This project will be build those automatic machine. Arduino will be

used  because it’s chipper. In advance, Arduino will be connected to an IoT Server.

So the people can monitoring and controlling the Arduino while it watering the

plant.  One of the IoT servers selected in this project for use is Cayenne. It use

Cayenne because, it is rarely used and it  is challenged to be used.

1.2 Scope

This  automated  watering  machine  using  Arduino  that  connected  to

Cayenne IoT Server have some specification:

1. The sensors soil moisture sensor, water flow sensor are implemented to

this machined.

2.  This  Arduino  as  microcontroller  connected  to  IoT  Server  named

Cayenne. This IoT Server make possibility to monitoring.
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1.3 Objective

This Automated Machine are connected to some sensors like soil moisture

sensor, water flow sensor. By Reading the sensors this machine will watering the

plant automatically. In advance it will also connected to IoT Server so the user can

monitoring.
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